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HSC Weekly Meetings Information
The Hollywood Stamp Club
meets every Tuesday from 5 to
9 PM at the Fred Lippman Multipurpose Center, 2030 Polk
Street, Hollywood, FL 33020,
US, North America, Telephone:
(954) 921-3404.
All Club members are encouraged to submit articles, notic-

es, or any other data believed
notable to our membership.
Contact the Editor, Enrique
Setaro, by phone
(305) 428-0516,
via Skype, ID:
ensetaro or via
e-mail.

MEMBER’S CORNER

Stanley Warm, HSC No. 114

JORGE DI
CAMPLI
We are sad to
report the
passing of
one of our
members,
Jorge Di
Campli, on July 26, 2019.
We are sure
he will be
missed by all
who knew
him.

Stanley is
one of the
first members of the
HSC. He
lives in
High Point,
NC and is a
HSC Life
Member. It
is good to
see him
coming to
the meetings.
PHILATELIC TALKS INITIATIVE.

When you are
offered a high
value stamp
for a very low
price,
remember this:
”If it too good
to be true, it
probably is.”

HAPPY
Hanukah

Using a “vintage” TV that I donated to the club,
we have started with some short talks about philatelic topics. The purpose was to provide a way of
exchanging information of interest to our membership. We started with “British Old Currency
System” on Stamps. These talks will be delivered
every other week for 10/15 minutes starting at 6
PM. The following talks were about “Topical Cocoa/chocolate on Stamps”, “the Flight of the Gelber Hund”, and “Great Britain Seahorses”. The latest talk discussed “Advertisement
Labels, Panes & Booklets”. Other topics available are: “WW 2 Emergency Forces
Messages”, “Stylized Views of the Cities of France”, “Imperforate Steamships of
Buenos Aires”, and “Russia 1915-17 Currency stamps”. If any of our members
would like to prepare and deliver a talk, I can help if you provide scans of
the material to be used and I can set them up into an Adobe Acrobat

Members: call for action
Have YOU considered sharing your stamps
knowledge?
Why not write
an
article for
the Hollywood
Philatelist? Or
share a nice
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Paraphrasing
President Kennedy:
Do not ask what
the club can do for
you. Far better, ask
what YOU can do

cover and a
paragraph
about it.
Contact the
Editor at the
meeting, or via

E-Mail.

HSC’s Officers and Members of the Board for 2019
President: Parker A. Bailey, Jr.

Chairman of the Board: Karl V. Shallenberger
E-Mail: KarlShall@comcast.net

E-Mail: pbaileyjr@comcast.net
Vice-President: Jacqueline Cortes
Treasurer: Richard Knierim

Directors:

Recording Secretary: Hilda Bailey
Membership Chairman: Robert Lavoie, Jr
Asst. Chairman: Hamlet Gayadeen
Editor:

Enrique Setaro

E-Mail: ensetaro@gmail.com
Asst. Editor:

Thomas Walend

HSC ACTIVITIES: PHILATELIC CALENDAR
NOV 5. $5 Auction, door prizes, and
refreshments
NOV 12. Meeting, $5 Auction, door
prizes, and refreshments
NOV 19. $5 Auction, door prizes, and
refreshments
NOV 26. $5 Auction, door prizes, and
refreshments

DEC 3. $5 Auction, door prizes,
and refreshments
DEC 10 . Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
DEC 17 . GO-GO AUCTION
On Dec 24 & 31 there will be no meetings. In 2020 the
first meeting will be on Jan 7

New Members:
Noel Vasallo . 1974; Patrick Regis . 1975

What do these Stamps/Covers have in common? By Editor

Arthur Morris
Hamlet Gayadeen
Robert Lavoie, Jr.
Alan Levak
Michael Rogers

Richard Sandler
Kim Castellano

along the Danube
(Austria, Hungary), Suez
Canal, Russian rivers and
the Mediterranean Ocean,
and the Colombian rivers.
Additional postage would
be added if the destination was in another country, to pay for the international rate. Covers with
these stamps are hard to
find and command high
prices.

DDSG -The Erste Donau-Dampfschiffahrts-

Gesellschaft, or D.D.S.G. 'Donau
Dampfschiffahrts Gesellschaft' (DDSG) (the
word means Danube Steamboat Shipping
Company) was a shipping company founded
in 1829 by the Austrian government for transporting passengers and cargo on the Danube.
In 1846 it received the right to transport mail
within and from their sites (Serbia, Romania,
Bulgaria and the Ottoman Empire) to the
state border of Austria-Hungary. D.D.S.G. issued its own stamps.
A private company made the train liaison between Cernavoda and the Black Sea (stamp
issued in 1867). In 1880, the DDSG was the
world's largest river shipping company with
more than 200 steamboat ships and about
1000 cargo tubs.

They all were issued by River navigation companies
that also carried mail. The stamps would recognize the
amount charged by the river company to carry the mail,
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In 1991 the company was split into a passenger transportation enterprise and a cargo
transport company. The company was sold to
a private owner in 1993. Today the DDSG exists in the form of the two private companies,

DDSG-Blue Danube Schiffahrt GmbH (passenger
transport) and the DDSG-Cargo GmbH. There are
mail covers/postcards with Austrian or Hungarian
stamps used later on in the XX century.
The name of the company is well known in Germanspeaking countries as a starter to humorously construct even longer compound words.

Could not find on-line examples of covers with the
Suez Canal stamps. Here is an example of a EGYPT.
1903 cover. Port Said - India, Palampur - Karnal. Suez for Canal crossing. All transits on front. Fine. With
two Egypt stamps for postage, also shown here.

Donaudampfschiffahrtsgesellschaftskapitänsmütze is

such a word, which potentially might even have been
used, but probably never actually was. It means a
"DDSG captain's hat". Another common example is

Donaudampfschiffahrtsgesellschaftskapitänskajütenschlüssel which means "DDSG captain's cabin key".
Check these web sites for more information.

https://www.ddsg-blue-danube.at/?lang=en
https://www.wien.info/en/locations/ddsgblue-danube
The stamps were issued in the 1866 to 1879 period
for face values of 10 and 17 kr. Beware of forgeries
including other not approved face values.
Have found a postcard, shown here, Romanian:
1866/1871, Austrian First Danube Steamboat Shipping Company, two entires from Calafat to B; with a
reserve of 1,000 EUROs

http://www.maf1.com/tsandcc/
Stamps_of_the_Suez_Canal_Company.pdf
http://www.egyptstudycircle.org.uk/Stamps/
suez.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Donaudampfschiffahrtsgesellschaft

ROPIT - The Russian Steam Navigation and Trading

Company (Russian: Русское общество пароходства
и торговли or ROPiT Russian: РОПиТ, also referred
as Russian S.N.Co.) of Odessa was one of the biggest
joint stock steamship companies in Imperial Russia.
It was established in 1856 and ceased to exist in
1918 due to nationalization after the revolution in
Russia. In 1858 the company obtained a 24-year contract for usage of the port of Villafranca Marittima, on
the Mediterranean with the Kingdom of Sardinia.
From 1863 to 1914 all Russian post offices in the OtSUEZ CANAL Co. - Stamps were issued by the Su- toman Empire were run by the ROPiT. In 1901 it had
ez Canal Company in 1868 for postal service between a fleet of 72 steamships. Company stock was listed
on Saint-Petersburg Stock Exchange.
Port Said and Suez before the service was incorporated into the Egyptian postal services. Due to variThe company also offered passenger rides. For exous economic and political events, the Suez Canal
ample, weekly services on the routes "Constantinople
Company was forced into operating its own postal
-Smyrna-Piraeus-Alexandria, Constantinople-Odessa"
system.
- every fortnight the Bulgarian ports of Burgas and
The SCC carried mail for free from Port Said to the
Varna were also called in - and "Constantinople–
Port of Suez until July 1868 when the company start- Sevastopol". By 1914 the ROPiT operated a direct line
ed charging for this service. Knowing the charge for from Odessa via Constantinople to Alexandria and a
service was about to happen, SCC, in April 1868, orround trip line and a "Macedonian line" there. Also
dered a set of four stamps from Paris. The stamps
Black Sea cruises were offered. So changed weekly
finally arrived in July, 1868 and were issued for the
the "Bulgarian-Anatolian line" from Odessa to Burgas,
face values of 1, 5, 20 (on letter), and 40 cents.
Constantinople and Trebizond to Batum and the
There are many stamp forgeries and forged post"Anatolian Line" from Constantinople to Batum.
marks.
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Could not find covers or post cards with ROPIT
Stamps. However, we identified a R1. Postcard
ROPIT. Post office1904 Constantinople (Turkey) Suez
Alexandria (Egypt) Dulsing (India). Russian empire.
Rarity.

Several stamps from the Russian Empire were overprinted with the Russian ‘ РОПиТ ‘ and the added
face values in Para. This overprint, in two sizes, was
privately applied in various colors to Russian Offices
in the Turkish Empire stamps of 1900-1910.
Read more about ROPIT at this site:

have them certified when buying them. For used
DDSG, Suez Canal and ROPIT, you also need to have
the postmarks verified by an expert.
Covers including stamps from the DDSG, Suez Canal
and ROPiT are very hard to find. In the case of the
Suez Canal many of the covers that transited thru the
water ways carried stamps from the origin and destination countries; just a few also included stamps from
the River companies or channels, but they are extremely rare.

Other countries river mail.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_Steam_Navigati Italy: Tasse Cifra c50 su cartolina WA Fairfax Bridge
over Carbon River PPC Port Townsend 29 sep 1929 x
on_and_Trading_Company
Italy
Colombia, River Postal Services Among the postal production of Colombia is also an
exceptional curiosity. It is the Postal and Rail Postal
Services. In 1890 they were created to facilitate and
improve the correspondence service between railway
stations and between river ports that were served by
organized river companies.
At that time the river transport of passengers, mail
and merchandise enjoyed great popularity in the Magdalena River, and until the fifties of the 20th century
it was common to enjoy a boat trip from Honda or La
Dorada to the Colombian ports of the Atlantic. They
were trips of such immense tourist value that it is a
real shame that they have been lost .

The Fluvial Postal Service had some small pre-printed Germany: Danzing 2G Motlau River and Krantor Overenvelopes special for this purpose, and which natural- printed 2 Reichsmark Deutches Reich 1940 Munchen,
ly constitute very important philatelic material of the Haupstadt De Bewwgung. ………….. Cont P 6
Postal History advanced collector.
For examples of the small envelopes used check this
web site:
https://www.google.com/search?safe=active&q=servi
cio+postal+fluvial+en+colombia&tbm=isch&source=
univ&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj25tWzsDjAhVHEawKHV9cBKQQsAR6BAgHEAE&biw=1280&bi
h=625#imgrc=2B4JcYgeJ8B_sM:
Recommendations: mint/used stamps from the DDSG,
Suez Canal, and ROPiT have been extensively reprinted. For mint DDSG and Suez Canal make sure you
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US: 1906 Westfield River pc, Springfield Mass. TR
Clerk RPO duplex

Great Britain GC&CS at Bletchley Park, By Editor
GC&CS was the Govnt. Code
and Cypher School al BletchCanada: 1c KEVII 1908 Bass River, N.B. split ring PPC ley Park, Britain’s codebreaking of the German
Moncton.
Enigma Machine and produced Ultra intelligence during WWII.
One of the key players there was
Alan Turing. Alan Mathison Turing OBE FRS; 23 June 1912 – 7
June 1954) was an English mathematician, computer
scientist, logician, cryptanalyst,
philosopher and theoretical biologist. Turing was highly influential
in the development of theoretical
computer science, providing a
formalization of the concepts of
algorithm and computation with
the Turing machine, which can
Remember the error on the first Egypt printing of the
be considered a model of a gen2014 Anniversary of Suez, that showed the Panama
eral-purpose computer. Turing is
Canal in the center stamp. ©
widely considered to be the father of theoretical computer science and artificial intelligence. Despite these accomplishments, he was
never fully recognized in his home country during his
lifetime, due to his homosexuality, which was then a
crime in the UK, and because his work was covered
by the Official Secrets Act.
In 2009, following an Internet campaign, British
Prime Minister Gordon Brown made an official public
apology on behalf of the British government for "the
appalling way he was treated". Queen Elizabeth
II granted Turing a posthumous pardon in 2013.

Germany Hyperinflation Period, By Editor
In 1923, the last year of the hyperinflation, Germany issued a set of 18
stamps, from 500 to 50 billion marks.
Shown here is Scott No. 290 100 million marks. By comparison we can also see a banknote for the same denomination, dated August 1923.
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However, in 2019 this country issued two S/S commemorating his accomplishments. Spain also issued a
stamp in 2014.
More information can be found at this web site:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alan_Turing#Bombe
The following to S/S from Great Britain 2019 and a
stamp from Spain. ……………….….. Cont. P 7

More information at this web site:
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk//media/boe/files/news/2019/july/alan-turing-tobe-the-face-of-new-50-note.pdf

Stamp issued in Spain.
Bank of England
Alan Turing to be the
face of new £50 note
Today, Bank of England
Governor, Mark Carney,
announced that Alan
Turing will appear on the new £50 polymer note.
Making the announcement at the Science and
Industry Museum in Manchester, the Governor
also revealed the imagery depicting Alan Turing
and his work that will be used for the reverse of
the note. The new polymer £50 note is expected
to enter circulation by the end of 2021. ©
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HSC Editor: In the beginning …
How would you have flown from South America
to the US in 1943?
This is how I did it.
I was born in Argentina in 1941. By 1943 my father travelled to New York to study Journalism at
University of Columbia. Later, that year I travelled with my mother to join my father in New
York. Then worked
with CBS Radio News.
We flew on a Pan
American Airways
‘China Clipper’ (Flying
Boat) that was docked
at the Buenos Aires
(Argentina) port. The
trip took three days: from Buenos
Aires to Valparaiso (Chile), from
Valparaiso to Callao (Peru), and
from Callao to Panama (Balboa
port) and on to Miami. Then train
to NYC. The Martin M-130 was a
commercial flying boat designed and built in
1935 by the Glenn L. Martin Company in Baltimore, Maryland, for Pan American Airways.
Three were built: the China Clipper, the Philippine Clipper and the Hawaii Clipper.

China Clipper flights .. From page 7
All three had crashed
by 1945. A similar flying boat, (the Martin
156), named Russian
Clipper, built for the
Soviet Union, had a
larger wing (giving it
greater range) and
Valparaiso Port 1943
twin fins.
Specifications (Martin M-130):
Crew: six-nine (Captain, First Officer, Junior Flight
Officer, Engineering Officer, Assistant Engineering
Officer, Radio Operator, Navigation Officer, plus cabin stewards)
Capacity: 36-day, 18-night passengers

There were seats for day flights and beds for night
segments; I slept with my mother on a bed every
night.
The plane very comfortable.

Flying Boat at ports abroad

At Panama (Balboa
Port) passengers
travelling to the US
(Miami) had to wait
for a clearance by
the US military as
there were travelling
restriction imposed
by WW2. I few days
later we flew to Miami and from there
in train to NYC. ©

CHINA CLIPPER: LOST LUXURY OF FLYING
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Miami Flying Boats Terminal

D DAY ON STAMPS 1994
2019, By Editor
A letter from a US Stamp collector to
the APS’s Newsletter “American Philatelist”, read:
“D-Day vs. Sesame St.
The Post Office penchant for patriotic and historical amnesia was
demonstrated by the failure to issue
even a single stamp to commemorate the 75th anniversary of D-day in
June of this year. Surely such an important day in the history of our nation merited the appearance of
stamps to salute the valiant veterans
of the landings in Normandy on June
6, 1944. That day Allied casualties
were documented for at least
10,000, with 4,414 confirmed dead.
There is a misalignment of priorities when Sesame Street gets 16
stamps for its 50th anniversary and
D-day get nothing. Indeed, this lack
of appropriate philatelic recognition
that D-day deserved is an insult to
all veterans of “the Greatest Generation”. “
In 1994 eight countries issues
stamps or sets remembering the
50th Anniversary of D
DAY: US,
France, GB,
Alderney Isl.,
Jersey, Gibraltar, Is.
Man, and
Maldives.
The US stamp was part of the 1944
WW2 sheet.
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For this 2019 the commemoration
of D Day showed that 18 countries
issued stamps or sets: France, GB,
Jersey, Guyana, Maldives, Gambia,
Falklands Isl., Ghana, Isl. Man,
Uganda, Marshall Isl., Palau, Nicaragua, C. Africa Rep., Dominica, Tanzania, and Moldavia.
Surprisingly, the US Stamp program
does NOT include a D Day stamp.
The USPS had included a stamp with
the image of the Battleship USS Missouri. Even the Falklands issued a
set of 4 D Day stamps! ©

DUBAI’s Burj
Building, By Editor
The Burj Khalifa,
known as the Burj
Dubai prior to its inauguration in 2010,
is skyscraper in Dubai, United
Arab Emirates. With
a total height of
829.8 m (2,722 ft)
and a roof height (excluding antenna) of 828 m (2,717 ft), the Burj
Khalifa has been the tallest structure
and building in the world since its

Dubai’s Burj (From P 9)
its topping out in 2009.
Construction of the
Burj Khalifa began in
2004, with the exterior
completed five years
later in 2009. The primary structure is reinforced concrete. The
building was opened in
2010 as part of a new
development called
Downtown Dubai.
It is designed to be
the centerpiece of
large-scale, mixed-use development. The decision to construct the building is based on the
government's decision to diversify from an oilbased economy, and for Dubai to gain international recognition. The building was originally
named Burj Dubai but was renamed in honor of
the ruler of Abu Dhabi and president of the United Arab Emirates, Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan;
Abu Dhabi and the UAE government lent Dubai
money to pay its debts. The building broke numerous height records, including its designation
as the tallest building in the world. ©
For more information see this page:

Yoga on stamps, By Editor

Yoga is a group of physical, mental, and spiritual
practices or disciplines which originated in ancient India. Yoga is one of
the six orthodox
schools of Hindu
philosophical traditions. There is a
broad variety of yoga schools, practices, and goals in Hinduism, Buddhism,
and Jainism. The
term "yoga" in the
Statue of Shiva performing yogic meditation in lotus position
Western world often
denotes a modern
form of Hatha yoga, yoga as exercise, consisting
largely of the postures called asanas.
The origins of yoga have been speculated to
date back to pre-Vedic Indian traditions; it is
mentioned in the Rigveda, but most likely developed around the sixth and fifth centuries BCE, in
ancient India's ascetic and Sramana movements.
The chronology of earliest texts describing yogapractices is unclear, varyingly credited to Upanishads. The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali date from
the first half of the 1st millennium CE,[ but only
gained prominence in the West in the 20th century. Hatha yoga texts emerged sometimes between the 9th
and 11th century
with origins in
tantra.
Most of the Yoga
stamps are from
India and China
but some other
countries have
issued stamps
about yoga.
View from Observation Deck
Yoga gurus from
India
later
introduced
yoga
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burj_Khalifa
to the West, following the
Also on YouTube watch these three videos:
success of Swami Vivekananda in the late 19th and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUcwm720
early 20th century with his
oM0
adaptation of yoga tradihttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0E3uPvuAation, excluding asanas.
4
Cont. P 11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=po4Y7mX8P
2A&t=66s
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Yoga from P 10
Outside India, it has developed into a posture-based
physical fitness, stress-relief and relaxation technique. Yoga in Indian traditions, however, is more
than physical exercise; it has a meditative and spiritual core. One of the six major orthodox schools of Hinduism is also called Yoga, which has its own epistemology and metaphysics, and is closely related to
Hindu Samkhya philosophy.
The impact of postural
yoga on physical and
mental health has been a
topic of systematic studies, with evidence that
regular yoga practice
yields benefits for low back pain and stress. On December 1, 2016, yoga was listed by UNESCO as an
intangible cultural heritage.
Goals

tional meanings: a disciplined
method for attaining a goal;
techniques of controlling the
body and the mind;
A name of a school or system
of philosophy (darśana); with
prefixes such as "hatha-, mantra-, and laya-, traditions specializing techniques of yoga; the
goal of Yoga practice.
According to David Gordon
White, from the 5th century CE
onward, the core principles of
"yoga" were in place, and variations of these principles developed in various forms over
time:

The goal of Yoga is
moksha
(liberation), although the exact
form this takes depends on the philosophical or theological system with
which it is conjugated. According to
Jacobsen, Yoga has
five principal tradi-

Jainism Praśamaratiprakarana, and Buddhist Nikaya
texts;

A path to omniscience and enlightened consciousness
enabling one to comprehend the impermanent
(illusive, delusive) and permanent (true, transcendent) reality; examples are found in Hinduism Nyaya
and Vaisesika school texts as well as Buddhism
Mādhyamaka texts, but in different ways.
A technique for entering into other bodies, generating
multiple bodies, and the attainment of other supernatural accomplishments; these are, states White,
described in Tantric literature of Hinduism and Buddhism, as well as the Buddhist Sāmaññaphalasutta;
James Mallinson, however, disagrees and suggests
that such fringe practices are far removed from the
mainstream Yoga's goal as meditation-driven means
to liberation in Indian religions.
White clarifies that the last principle relates to legendary goals of "yogi practice", different from practical goals of "yoga practice," as they are viewed in
South
Asian
thought
and
practice
since the
beginning of
the Common Era,
in the
various
Hindu,
Buddhist,
and Jain
philoPortugal sheet.
sophical
schools.
©
More information can be found at this page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yoga

Spain’s Post Office rejected 1967
Guernica Cover from Czechoslovakia,
Extract from Linn’s

The pair of Czechoslovakia 60-heller stamps (Scott
1408) on the cover pictured here reproduce Paloc
Picasso’s painting Guernica, named for the basque
town that the German Condor Legion and the Italian
Avistzione Legionaria had subjected to aerial bombardment on April 26, 1937, in the most infamous
atrocity of the Spanish Civil War.

A meditative means of discovering dysfunctional perception and cognition, as well as overcoming it for
release from suffering, inner peace and salvation;
illustration of this principle is found in Hindu texts
such as the Bhagavad Gita and Yoga sutras, in sever- The Republican Government had commissioned Picasso to paint a mural for the 1937 Paris International Buddhist Mahāyāna works, as well as Jain texts;
al Spanish pavilion. Picasso, after reading about the
The raising and expansion of consciousness from
fate of Guernica, chose that as his subject.
oneself to being coextensive with everyone and eveCont. P 12
rything; these are discussed in sources such as in
Hinduism Vedic literature and its Epic Mahābhārata,
11

Picasso’s Guernica Cover (from P 11)
Those were the reasons why the issuing country released
Br. Virgin Islands— Roland HILL COMthe stamps in 1966, and why the Spanish postal adminMEMORATIVE SET, By Editor
istration under Franco’s dictatorship refused to accept mail
franked with them. Rejected and returned to the sender, The Great Britain 1910 KE VII 2 d. Tyrian Plum printthis 1967 cover from Brno to Bilbao is a postal memento of ing had been running since April at the firm of De La
that history.©
Rue to crank out nearly 200,000 sheets, a grand total

of almost 48 million stamps that were, supposedly,
later destroyed.
Earlier this year 2019 we
showed the new set of
2019 Classics from the UK
containing one stamp from
each period (Queen Victoria, Kings Edward VII,
George V, Edward VII,
George VI and Queen Elizabeth II) , that included the
not issued KE VII 2 d. Tyriam-Plum Stamp.

Now it looks like in 1997 the British Virgin Islands
issued a set commemorating the passing of Sir Roland Hill (1795-1879), originator of the Penny Postage. One of the stamps of this set, the 75 c. (Scott
The complete article can be found in Linn’s Stamp News Weekly,
362), shows the same not issued KE VII 2d. TyrianJuly 15, 2019 page 42. ©
Plum.

First Ever FDC:
1840 Penny
Black, From Linn’s

It would be interesting to see if there are other of
the BC countries that followed the same practice.©

Jul 7, 2017

HSC AUCTIONS—SALES STATISTICS

Spink London auction features Great
Britain stamps,
proofs and essays,
postal history, and
much more

Data provided by Richard Knierim, Treasurer

A May 6, 1840, firstday cover of Great Britain’s famous Penny Black, the world’s first postage stamp,
will be offered during the July 25 public auction by Spink
and Son in London, England.

DATE SELLERS
SALES

TOTAL

6/4

74

$ 1,420

6/11

97

$ 1,538

6/18

66

$ 1,161

6/25

58

$ 683

7/2

64

$ 965

7/9
73
The 1-penny black stamp with a vignette of Queen Victoria 7/16 56
is described by Spink as being a gray-black shade, slightly
worn plate, with good to very large margins though “just
7/23 38
touched” at right. The check letters are Q-L, and the
GO-GO 111
stamp is tied by a red Maltese Cross marking.©

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
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$ 607
$ 640
$ 465
$ 7,467

